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Innovative HVAC with submetering system
for apartment buildings
Energy conservation practices produce 30% more savings

Construction of multi-family housing is leading the building industry again this year, and it is
becoming more common practice for each apartment suite owner or tenant to pay their own
utility bills, based on their actual use. Baxi, a leading European manufacturer and exporter
globally of high efficiency heating and hot water solutions, offers a proven heating, air
conditioning, solar water heating, hot and cold water system with submetering that
appears to be right for the times.
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Baxi Luna SAT is an integrated HVAC system for an apartment complex that also features a
submetering network, with hot and cold water meters, as well as BTU heating meters located
outside each unit. The submetering eliminates guesswork from the arduous task of energy
use measurement, facilitates accurate per-suite utility bills processing, and also promotes
conservation practices.
While Baxi Luna SAT is new to North America, it has a proven track record in Italy. European
installations show significant savings generated by high efficiency heating equipment and solar
water heating. Plus, the submetering system promotes conservation practices that are
generating an additional 25 to 30% in utility cost savings.

Central multiple boiler plant
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Baxi Luna SAT installations in condominium apartment buildings near Milan feature a central
high efficiency hydronic heating plant of three modulating, condensing Baxi wall-hung boilers,
cascading with a staging controller. The boilers share a common vent system, and there are no
natural gas lines running throughout the complex, where radiators provide ample heating for
each suite.
With a heat output modulation range of 348 MBTU/hr down to 106 MBTU/hr each, the boilers
achieve up to 98% energy efficiency, and emit 90% less NOx and CO2 emissions than conventional heating systems. The apartment building’s hot water is provided largely by a solar water
heating system, backed up by the boilers; there is one Baxi solar panel for each apartment
adding further energy efficiency.

Submetering network with BTU and water meters
Submetering boxes are located in hallways throughout the apartment building, with BTU and
water meters visible to tenants so they can view up-to-the minute readings of their actual
energy consumption. Transmitters and receivers allow for remote data transmission and collection, giving a property manager 24/7 computer access to all system data, including common
areas as well as individual suite energy consumption data. The meter box located outside of
suites, so any maintenance may be done without any disruption to the tenants.
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As the Baxi Luna SAT track record in Europe underscores, less can indeed be more in
apartment living- more efficient, more affordable and more desirable for everyone.
For further information, please visit www.wallhungboilers.com

Integrated heating and submetering installations in apartment buildings in Italy inspire better energy
conservation practices that are generating an additional 25 to 30% in savings [1]. A central boiler
plant of three high efficiency wall-hung boilers serves an entire 72-suite apartment complex near
Milan, and requires just one gas line and one flue termination [2]. Located outside suites in a shared
cabinet , the BTU and water meters in a heating box accurately measure each unit’s actual fuel and water use, which can be monitored remotely [3]. Legislation in Italy requires that 50% of a new apartment
building’s combined total domestic hot water use is supplied by renewable energy solutions, such as a
Baxi solar system [4].

Accurate utility submetering and irrefutable billing for each suite

Now you can enjoy
an integrated HVAC
solution with irrefutable
submetering for
apartment buildings
The Baxi Luna SAT integrated HVAC with submetering
system promises long-term accuracy, reliability and cost
effectiveness – consistently meeting a property owner’s
need for metering precision of each suite’s heating, hot
and cold water consumption.
Together with a Baxi high efficiency central boilers
plant, the SAT system features Zenner pulsed water
and BTU meters, as well as remote data collection and
communication.
Baxi Luna SAT puts the user of each residential or
commercial unit of a property in charge of their own
energy conservation, while lowering condo fees for
everyone. Property owners can monitor utility use for
each unit remotely, and the system generates accurate,
irrefutable information for each suite’s utilities billing.
Enjoy the peace of mind and continuous savings that
a Baxi Luna SAT system provides, month after month,
year after year.
Learn more by contacting Marathon International, the
exclusive North American distributor of Baxi heating
and hot water solutions, at www.wallhungboilers.com

One gas run and single vent penetration for central boiler plant

Remote PC monitoring of fuel use and system performance

Combination central heating and domestic hot water solution

Smart, compact and space-saving footprint

Central Baxi high efficiency boiler plant

Multiple Baxi Luna HT high efficiency boilers
may be cascaded to produce up to 4 million BTUs
heat output, while sharing a common venting
system with a single exterior penetration.

